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Is There a Secret Recipe to Choosing the Right Cofounder?

Perhaps you have a brilliant entrepreneurial idea but recognize you can’t pull it off alone. Who will be the Woz to your Jobs? Choosing a cofounder is a highly consequential decision, as founders have outsized influence over the trajectory and success of the venture, and blow-ups among them are a common source of venture failure. But it’s hard to know who is the “right” cofounder for you and your venture, especially in the early stages, amidst extreme novelty and uncertainty. My research on cofounders reveals that there are various dimensions of “cofounder fit” to consider when choosing a cofounder. By analyzing how different selection approaches and key cofounder dynamics are associated with satisfaction and venture performance, I seek to help entrepreneurs make informed cofounder selection decisions and maintain an effective cofounder relationship through all the ups and downs of starting a business.